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Known disguises
K
Since birds are their primary predators, Eastern
Si
Tiger Swallowtail caterpillars mimic very
T
cconvincing bird droppings for their first three
iinstars (growth stages). This repugnant fecal
ddisguise is brown with a white belt in the
middle and a slight shimmer as though it were a
m
ffresh dropping. For the fourth and fifth instars,
tthe caterpillar switches to another copycat ploy:
ffake eyes on its thorax help it to masquerade as
a snake. The green body sports a yellow collar
bbehind the thorax and is spotted with a pattern
oof blue dots across the abdominal segments.
Totally adorable—but maybe scary to a bird! As
T
the fifth instar prepares to wander oﬀ to pupate,
th
uusually in fallen leaves, its body turns a dark,
bblotchy brown to be less conspicuous among the
leaves and twigs.
le
Known food preferences
Unlike the extreme food-plant specialization of many
species, the Eastern Tiger Swallowtail caterpillar is flexible
and consumes leaves from many woody species, including
Tuliptree, Sweetbay, and other Magnolia family members;
Black Cherry; Common Hoptree; ashes; willows; and
others. The reward for this dietary flexibility? Eastern Tiger
Swallowtails are among our most common butterflies and in
no danger of extinction. Tuliptree is the preferred host in the
Kansas City area, with Common Hoptree the second choice.
Butterfly Gardener

Winter hide-out
Eastern Tiger Swallowtails spend the winter as pupae,
snugly tucked in their chrysalises attached to twigs or
other surfaces. They complete their metamorphosis
the following spring, and as a result are among the
earliest butterflies we see. In the Midwest, we have
two broods: spring and late summer. Farther south,
the season is long enough for three broods.
If capture is avoided
Eastern Tiger Swallowtails flaunt their brilliant yellow
and black stripes high in the forest canopy. Males
patrol the treetops, ready to pounce on females who
fly by searching for their caterpillars’ host plants.

(Note: Common Hoptree is in the Rue Family and a
favorite food plant for Giant Swallowtail caterpillars,
which also mimic brown-and-white bird droppings.
However, the caterpillars are easy to distinguish
because the Eastern Tiger Swallowtail is wearing a
white belt while the Giant has a big white butt!)
Special weaponry
When threatened, Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
caterpillars erect a fleshy orange osmeterium that
looks like a snake’s forked tongue and emits a
pungent aroma. This combination of visual and
chemical defenses is designed to repel birds and
mammals, as well as ants and other insect predators.
Many insects, especially parasitoid flies and wasps,
find their prey by the aroma of its frass (excrement).
The fastidious Eastern Tiger Swallowtail caterpillar
seizes each of its fecal pellets in its mandibles and
hurls it away from the leaf, thus removing olfactory
evidence of its presence.
Visual hunters such as birds are keen observers of
any changes in their territory that might signal a
tasty meal. Eastern Tiger Swallowtail caterpillars
select a leaf as home base, laying down a silk carpet
in the center of the leaf where the caterpillar rests
motionless all day, hoping to elude hungry birds.
The caterpillars spend the night roaming about their
host tree, munching on the leaves. When a leaf has
enough chew holes to attract the notice of a curious
bird, the caterpillar moves on, but chews through the
leaf stem as it exits. The leaf drops to the ground,
obliterating all evidence of a feeding caterpillar.
Winter 2020
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Dark Form Female Easte

The pair swirls together in the air in an extended
Lepidopteran love dance. After mating, the lady
lays her green eggs one-by-one on the leaves of her
caterpillars’ food plants, and the cycle repeats.
Male Eastern Tiger Swallowtails are always yellow
with four black tiger stripes on each forewing.
Females may be yellow and black, or (usually in
the summer brood) they may confound potential
predators by mimicking the colors of the unpalatable
black-and-blue Pipevine Swallowtail.
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